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A group of people gather and form a circle.

Someone requests a Constellation be set up to look at a situation in their
life.

A facilitator asks a few questions and then invites the person to choose
people from the group to stand in represenation of aspects of the issue.

Those representatives express their experiences when interacting with
other representatives.

The facilitator and the person receiving a Constellation guide the process
together to a revelation or a resolution 

Greetings!  Welcome to Family Systems Constellations!

Constellations work uses group dynamics to look at situations, relationships, and
issues in our lives from a perspective we have not yet considered.  Here is a
brief explaination of how the process works.



3 Basic Components of a Constellation
The Group Heal ing  Structure  for  Fami ly  Systems Conste l lat ions  has  3  parts  to  i t .

A Client
Receiving a

Constellation

A Facilitator
A curious,

compassionate

guide for the Client

Representatives
space-holders and

message-bearers for the

client's issue



How to receive a Constellation 

Brevity

Curiosity

Respect



Brevity
Describe the issue briefly and susinctly.

It is more helpful if the participants know very little about the
situation you wish to transform so that the representatives
communicate from objectivity instead of an informed narrative.  

The purpose of a constellation is to shift perceptions.  Lengthy
descriptions of the situation keep the old narrative going.  

A Client needs to ask themselves: 

What is the heart of the issue?  In one sentence, what do  I
want to improve?



Openess & Curiosity 
Witness what gets revealed by representatives with curiosity- not criticism

The representatives will probably say and do unexpected things.   Before bringing
an issue to a Constellation a Client needs to ask themselves: 

Do I want to see new information about this issue? Am I ready for a new
perspective?
Do not feel pressured into changing your perspective.  There is no judgment of your process.  And no one knows what
is best for you  better than you do.  Feel free at any time to say you wish to stop the Constellation. 



silent respect 
After receiving a Constellation, do not describe it to friends
or family for at least a week.  Hold it in a silent vigil.

The Knowing Field speaks through the language of the heart,
not the mind.  When we verbalize what we experienced in a
Constellation we shift perspective from the heart back to the
head.  Healing needs stillness and space. 

If anyone from the workshop begins to ask you details about
the Constellation, respectfully decline to answer.  Locate a
boundary and protect the experience from interferance from
the outside world. 



Selecting a representative
Ask politely, "Would you please represent..." then name the person or aspect
you wish them to stand in representation for. 

Pick someone who does not know your story

Do not "warn" or apologize about a role you assign



Witness & Describe

Relate to others 

Silent Respect

Observe Present Moment Sensations

How to be a representative 

Follow impulses 



PRESENT MOMENT SENSATIONS
Representatives receive information from the Knowing
Field visually or with silent verbal messages.  

When asked by the facilitator, describe what your are
experiencing.  If the sensations are too intense,  step out
of the representation.

You are chosen to represent because you are a match for
what wants to be expressed in the Knowing Field.  

Simply report what you experience, whatever that may
be. Examples: nervousness, confidence, longing,
happiness... 



REPRESENTATIVE SKILLS
Witness and Describe

You may or you may not personally relate to the
messages you receive. 

Do not speak about your own personal relationship
to the representation until after the Constellation.  

Put your own issues aside
Be a messenger 
Do not judge or evaluate.



Dynamics between representatives

is the key to insight. 

Relate and Follow Impulses

Note how other representatives 
make you feel while representing.

Sit for a moment with an
impulse, note it, then
either share it or act on it.

Keep eyes
open



Representative Skills 
Silent Respect

While representing do not speak to
the client directly.  Speak to the
Facilitator. 

After a Constellation do not speak to
the client about anything that
happened in their Constellation. 

*Inquiring about personal details of someone's
Constellation is aggressive and imposing. You
were part of a very private experience for that
person. Honor their privacy and healing process
with silent respect. Do not speak about their
Constellation to them, or to anyone.



Standing as a Representative

If a strong sensation or emotion occurs, hold space for it in a way
that does not surprise or alarm the group.  Describe it first and
then, if invited by the facilitator, give it full expression. Please do
not behave in a sudden or jarring way.  

Do not describe your personal interpretations of what you
are experiencing.  Do not give personal opinions or make
assumptions.  Distinguish between your views and the
views of the person you are representing.



A F T E R  A  C O N S T E L L A T I O N

Expect expansion and contraction. To integrate the new experience do not judge or
worry about any dips in mood that may come later.  Remember and integrate the new
experiences from the Constellation

Avoid telling your old story. Receive the new energy from the
Constellation.

Create a ritual with a candle, stone, water, and incense to solidify
the new experience and new thought patterns.

Take a hot bath with sea salts to cleanse and release negative energy.



We call on the Light of True Guidance and ask permission from
the Knowing Field to locate the healing movements needed at
this time.  We call on our ancestors and Spirit Guides to be with
us and to help navigate this work for the good of all our relations. 

Group Intention Setting
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